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Awesome Since 2002 Journal is the perfect Birthday gift to show your loved one how you appreciation for them and care for their birthday. This is a funny birthday gift under 10 dollars and it's really good because this notebook has a
Convenient size to take anywhere, and it has 110 blank lined pages, can be used as journal, notebook, planner or doodle book. You can also give it as birthday gift card or birthday card and many more...
In today's busy world, it is so important to stay grounded in the Word of God. With our busy schedules and hectic lives, we can sometimes reason with ourselves that we don't have time to do a devotional or read the Bible. But this couldn't
be further from the truth.Destination Heartland: 183 Devotionals to Plant in 365 Days is an inspiring collection of succinct devotionals by author Demario Rollins. Written out of years of experience and his personal relationship with God,
Demario has created a devotional that poses scriptures to meditate on each day and challenges readers with applications to put the scriptures into practice. Each entry is brief enough to be done in a few minutes while still allowing readers
to devote time to hearing the Word of God and creating the mental and spiritual framework to "do" the scripture during the day and following days, all while underscoring the truth that the entire Bible is God-breathed and inspired.Inspired
by his time as a small group leader and seeing the fruit produced by sharing his devotionals with its members, Demario is now bringing the same opportunity to the world, inviting readers to come along on the journey with each devotional
able to be reflected on and applied twice in the 365 days. If you are ready for spiritual transformation and want to be a doer, not just a hearer, of the Word, this book is for you! Make this next year your spiritually best yet! Demario Rollins
has regularly enjoyed serving in numerous roles of ministry including teacher, jail minister and youth group leader to name a few. He has a doctorate degree in Pharmacy from Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University and is a
practicing pharmacist. Demario's inspiration for this book was a deep desire to provide the reader a succinct publication to pursue God through daily devotion. This unique presentation provides a daily "Scripture" and a daily "Application"
to be covered twice in one year. Demario and his wife and three children make their home near Little Rock, Arkansas.
The Foundations of Personality
Get the Truth
Smashing WordPress
The line began forming after eight o'clock. Sal, short and heavy-set, kept everyone busy. Neat, in a white shirt and sports jacket, with his grey fedora cocked to the side, his crooked grin made you smile. Without warning
the heavy door would swing open and the waiters would come outside to join him. They were dressed in pajamas or prison garb, with hats and horns, and were there to warm up the crowd. Some in line expected this, others
were shocked. The pink polka dot building should have been a warning. Complete strangers in line became chummy, exchanging stories they had heard; toilet seat covers to serve drinks on, microphones in the ladies room,
toilet paper for napkins. Most had brought their friends there to be roasted. The line of people varied in age. They all dressed casually because they'd heard you could get a pie in the face or a squirt in the eye. The
club's routines were blue in color, but harmless. If you were lucky you might see a "Balls for the Queen" or a "Singing beer." The price was always right for a good time and Warm Beer and Lousy Food was the place to be.
The Foundations of PersonalityBinker North
Word Find Puzzle Book For All Iowa Fans
Warm Beer, Lousy Food
The Subtle Ruse
From Original Water-color Drawings After Nature

Presents an introduction to data analytics, describing the management of multi-tetrabyte datasets, such query tools as Hadoop, Hive, and Google BigQuery, the use of R to perform statistical analysis, and advanced data visualization tools.
Genuine Since January 1961 is 120 pages notebook for people who celebrates their birthday in January and they were borne in 1961. It Features a list of 10 cool behaviors of genuine people in the first page that makes it the perfect gift to your
beloved ones. 118 white lined pages for them to write down their thoughts, ideas, plans or whatever they like. The cover is nice raisin black color with soft matte finish.
Community Development
The Crazy Country Club
The Art of Skateboarding Photography
Ethical Concerns in Research on Human Trafficking
The Foundations of Personality is a classic psychology study of personality and character by Abraham Myerson.
Ready to take your running to the next level? Then grab one of our running log books today! Journaling your runs is not only an excellent way to stay motivated, as a great training tool, it can also enhance your personal performance. Tracking your runs might
require some extra effort in the beginning, but in a few weeks you'll start reaping the benefits of sticking with it. Here's a lot more reasons for you to get our Running Log Book: VERSATILE - For many runners, what starts as a simple log grows into a personal
and lasting running diary. Keeping a running logbook can be a great training tool, too! Along the way, the reviewing of training details will help keep you on target for success. So whether they're training for a marathon or just trying to stay in shape, this
journal is the ideal gift for them. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - Keeping a diary helps you keep track of your running progress. What better way to write a journal than doing it the old fashion way? There's nothing more personal than journaling with a pen and
paper. Simple and easy to use, the undated, two-pager per week layout is waiting to be filled with: 52 Weeks with sections for - Route - Distance - Time - Speed - Burned Calories - Run Type - Heart Rate - Cumulative Distance - Cumulative Hours - Weekly
Summary A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We want your journal to last a long time so you can always look back on your previous entries without the worry that it will fall apart. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback with strong, secure professional trade
binding so the pages won't fall out after a few months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- With a page to input personal details and 104 pages (2 pages/week) to record your daily entries, we only used thick, white paper to avoid ink bleed-through. The columns
are clearly marked to make it easy to fill out and to cross reference. We stand for quality and aim to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Get a Running Log Book for you or a special someone. As running becomes a more regular form of
exercise, looking back at how many miles you've covered can be a source of both fun and motivation. Get a copy now!
East Facing House Plans As Per Vastu Shastra
Blabac Photo
183 Devotionals to Plant in 365 Days: Still Other Seeds Fell on Fertile Soil, and They Sprouted, Grew, and Produced a Crop that was Thirty, Sixty, and Even a Hundred Times as Much as Had Been Planted! (Mark 4:8 NLT)
My Running Diary, Runners Training Log, Running Logs, Track Distance, Time, Speed, Weather, Calories Christmas Books Gift

The author of Negotiating the Impossible “tackles our assumptions about business and life with humor, zest, and wisdom in this delightful fable” (Daniel H. Pink, New York Times-bestselling author). If you were a mouse trapped in a maze and someone kept moving the cheese,
what would you do? In a world where most mice dutifully accept their circumstances, ask no questions, and keep chasing the cheese, Deepak Malhotra tells an inspiring story about three unique and adventurous mice—Max, Big, and Zed—who refuse to accept their reality as
given. I Moved Your Cheese reveals what is possible when we finally discard long-held and widely accepted assumptions about how we should live our lives. After all, achieving extraordinary success, personal or professional, has always depended on the ability to challenge
assumptions, reshape the environment, and play by a different set of rules—our own. But rejecting deeply ingrained beliefs is not easy. As Zed explains, “You see, Max, the problem is not that the mouse is in the maze, but that the maze is in the mouse.” “Deepak Malhotra
allows you to glimpse a world of your own making without the limits and barriers that others create.” —Stephen R. Covey, New York Times-bestselling author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People “A magnificent story with a powerful message. As someone who has
encouraged scores of professionals into breaking through the maze and defining their own pursuits, I find this to be a gem of a book.” —Vinod Khosla, cofounder, former CEO and Chairman, Sun Microsystems, and founder, Khosla Ventures “This book’s message is both
profound and durable. Malhotra has left the maze, and so can we.” —Foreword Reviews
A stunning chronicle of a youth movement as seen through the lens of Mike Blabac, a man as dedicated to his craft as he is to the skateboarding lifestyle that has inspired it. Skateboarding is more than a hobby, it is a way of life that shapes everything from music to fashion,
video to art. 300 awe-inspring images communicate the stories of some of skateboarding's finest athletes including Eric Koston and Stevie Williams.
Happy 17th Birthday 17 Years Old Trex Dinosaur Gift for Boys & Girls
Running Log Book
Genuine Since January 1961
Introduction to Large-scale Data & Analytics

Three former CIA agents outline the methods they have used professionally to get someone to tell the truth, explaining how to deflect an individual's fears about long-term outcomes to obtain honest,
sensitive information. By the best-selling authors of Spy the Lie.
The word is "Fight! Fight! Fight! for IOWA." If black and gold are your favorite colors, then you'll want to dive into this special epic collection University of Iowa Hawkeyes Word Search Puzzle Book.
From yesterday's legends to current stars, this is the perfect gift for any die-hard Hawk sports fan. You'll find more than 65 unique and entertaining word searches covering everything from football,
basketball and baseball to track & field, golf, wrestling and more, to go along with puzzles on women's teams and much more. You'll need to have the eye of a hawk to find all the words hidden inside
the grids, so grab a pen and challenge yourself today. Over 65 puzzles exclusively themed around the Iowa Hawkeyes Perfect for avid Iowa fans everywhere All puzzle solutions are listed in the back of
the book
Awesome Since 2002
Destination Heartland
Notebook
I Moved Your Cheese
The Definitive Guide to HTML & CSS--Fully Updated Written by a Web development expert, the fifth edition of this trusted resource has been thoroughly revised and reorganized to address HTML5, the revolutionary new Web standard. The book covers all
the elements supported in today's Web browsers--from the standard (X)HTML tags to the archaic and proprietary tags that may be encountered. HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference, Fifth Edition contains full details on CSS 2.1 as well as every
proprietary and emerging CSS3 property currently supported. Annotated examples of correct markup and style show you how to use all of these technologies to build impressive Web pages. Helpful appendixes cover the syntax of character entities, fonts,
colors, and URLs. This comprehensive reference is an essential tool for professional Web developers. Master transitional HTML 4.01 and XHTML 1.0 markup Write emerging standards-based markup with HTML5 Enhance presentation with Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS1 and CSS 2.1) Learn proprietary and emerging CSS3 features Learn how to read (X)HTML document type definitions (DTDs) Apply everything in an open standards-focused fashion Thomas A. Powell is president of PINT, Inc. (pint.com), a
nationally recognized Web agency. He developed the Web Publishing Certificate program for the University of California, San Diego Extension and is an instructor for the Computer Science Department at UCSD. He is the author of the previous bestselling
editions of this book and Ajax: The Complete Reference, and co-author of JavaScript: The Complete Reference.
This book presents a vivid description of the solutions that researchers have discovered for ethical dilemmas that pose themselves at studying disadvantaged, vulnerable and victimized populations. Ethical codes prescribe that the scholar should in all
circumstances avoid potential harm, that informed consent is necessary and that the limits of confidentiality should always be respected. However, in the practice of research among women involved in prostitution, illegal immigrant workers, enslaved
children, people who sell their organs and all the traffickers thereof, the ethical rules cannot always be followed. This book shows that there is a surprising variety of arguable possibilities in dealing with ethical dilemmas in the field. Authors reflect on
concrete experiences from their own fieldwork in a wide variety of settings such as the USA, Singapore, Kosovo and The Netherlands. Some choose to work on the basis of conscientious partiality, others negotiate the rules with their informants and still
others purposely break the rules in order to disclose and damage the exploiters. Researchers may find themselves in a vulnerable position. Their experiences, as presented in this volume, will help field workers, university administrators, representatives of
vulnerable groups, philosophers of ethics and most of all students to go into the field well-prepared. This is a book that every researcher planning to do fieldwork in the difficult field of hidden, illicit and victimized people should read in advance. Dr. Frank
Bovenkerk, Professor (Emeritus), Willem Pompe Institute for Criminal Law and Criminology, Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands This book allows a peek in the kitchen of empirical fieldwork, going into not only best practices, but mistakes made, in
a frank, courageous and honest way. Dr. Brenda C. Oude Breuil, Willem Pompe Institute for Criminal Law and Criminology, Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands
Data Just Right
A Handbook on Rechargeable Batteries for Non-engineers
Beautiful Wild Flowers of America
150 Different Sizes of East Facing House Plans Available Inside
Community Development: Early Results of the Community Development Financial Institutions Fund's Programs
"Inside, WordPress expert Thord Daniel Hedengren takes readers beyond the basic blog, to push WordPress to its limits as a CMS, a forum, a photo gallery, an e-commerce site and more"-Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All
Batteries in a Portable World
Beyond the Blog
Early Results of the Community Development Financial Institutions Fund's Programs

In this book, you get the East-facing house plans as per vastu Shastra. The East-facing house is the one in which the main entrance door open in the East direction. East Direction is one of
the most auspicious direction according to the Vastu Shastra. Sunrises from the east, it gives more powerful positive energy to the house facing east direction. The people who live in the
east direction will get more wealth, good health and prosperity. In this book, you get 150 East facing house plans as per Vastu Shastra in different sizes. Also, you get the best ideas to
make your dream house in the East-facing direction. This book will be more useful for students who learn to make house plan drawing as per vastu Shastra and the engineers who need vastu
house plan ideas and also the people who plan to build their dream house in the East-facing direction. They can easily pick up the best plan in this book as per their requirements, maximum
varieties of land sizes available in this book. 1bhk, 2bhk, 3bhk, 4bhk all types of house plans attached in this book. You get small to big house plans here. I hope this book will be more
helpful for all the people in this world.
Word Search Iowa Hawkeyes
The Book of Arabic Wisdom and Guile
For Those Who Refuse to Live as Mice in Someone Else's Maze
HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference, Fifth Edition
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